
Taking preventive action against workplace 
violence has never been easier or more effective 
with Strongline. We offer the best defense 
against workplace violence.
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Commure Strongline

An Elegantly Simple and Affordable Solution

With the Strongline staff safety system, health systems can directly address workplace 
violence within their organization through a cutting-edge duress alerting system that:

Expert-Led

Our strategic advisors are healthcare veterans who champion staff safety:

Purpose-Built for Healthcare 

Workplace violence is an 
epidemic in healthcare.

of all workplace assaults  
occur in healthcare settings

of all incidents of workplace 
violence are actually reported

Only

75%

30%

My concern for staff 
safety literally kept 
me awake at night as 
a health system CEO, 
and I didn’t know how 
to address it effectively. 
I believe that the 
Strongline system is 
a transformational 
tool for confronting 
this problem. It is 
affordable and elegantly 
uncomplicated.” 

“

Howard Grant, JD, MD
Retired CEO, Lahey Health
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• Enables any staff member to instantly 
summon help from nearby staff and 
security personnel to their exact location 
for early intervention and de-escalation.

• Protects staff with wearable badges 
that work at any health system facility 
covered by Strongline’s real-time BLE 
location services.

Strongline was created with the sole 
purpose to prevent workplace violence 
against frontline healthcare workers.

• Is installed rapidly (<1 week for a 400-
bed hospital) with no interference with 
existing clinical systems. 

• Scales easily and affordably across 
any healthcare enterprise with a SasS 
subscription model.

• Tracks duress events with customizable 
reporting to help leadership and security 
teams take appropriate action.

Co-developed in partnership with:
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Commure Strongline
Staff wearing Strongline’s 
badge know help is coming 
with the push of a button.

of badge wearers feel their organization is 
trying to provide a safer workplace

of badge wearers feel a sense of safety 
when dealing with a difficult patient

99%

93%

Ready for the best tool out 
there to keep staff safe?

Let’s talk →

Make an immediate and meaningful impact on 
your staff’s sense of safety at work.

Investing in a safer work environment has a 
direct impact on essential healthcare business 
imperatives today.

My staff loves the system. They know that when 
they press the button, someone’s coming. The 
morale in the unit has definitely improved — staff 
feel like the hospital administration has actually 
listened to them. I would not be comfortable 
working for another organization that did not 
have this device, because I would feel that they 
don’t take their staff safety seriously.”

“

Nurse Manager

Improve Retention & Engagement

Meet Regulatory Requirements

Reduce Turnover & Recruitment Costs

Improve Quality of Care

Higher rate of job enjoyment and likelihood 
to stay among staff who perceive their work 
environment is safe.

Hospitals are required to continually 
monitor and report on workplace violence 
and take actions to mitigate.

Average cost per facility per year spent  
on replacing nurses that turn over.

Enhanced staff perceptions of  
organizational safety translates to  
22% higher CMS star ratings.

27% $4-8M

22%

https://www.commure.com/contact

